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Abstract 

 
More than half of the municipal bonds issued between 1995 and 2009 were sold with 
bond insurance.  During the credit crisis the perceived credit quality of the financial 
guarantors fell, and yields on insured bonds exceeded yields on equivalent uninsured 
issues.  It does not appear that either property and casualty insurers or open-end 
municipal mutual funds were dumping insured bonds; analysis of holdings data indicates 
that their propensity to sell bonds was unusually low for the issues insured by troubled 
insurers.  At least on a bond-by-bond basis, the yield inversion phenomenon is also not 
explained by the rapid liquidation of Tender Option Bond (TOB) programs, which 
disproportionately held insured issues.  Finally, during the recent crisis the insured bonds 
have become significantly less liquid than uninsured municipal debt.     
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 Financial guarantors sell guarantees to pay principal and interest on underlying 

bonds in the event that the original issuers are unable to pay.  These insurance providers, 

often called ‘bond insurers’ or ‘monoline insurers’, enjoyed a large footprint in municipal 

finance during the period leading up to the credit crisis.  An investor in a bond that has 

been ‘wrapped’ with financial guaranty insurance will only experience loss in the joint 

event of default by both the issuer and the insurer.   

Bond insurance augments the credit quality of the issuer with the credit quality of 

the insurer.  In frictionless markets bond insurance should at a minimum be viewed by 

investors a weakly positive feature.  This relationship should hold regardless of the credit 

quality of the insurer, although the value of the insurance will reflect both the credit 

quality of the insurer and the issuer of the underlying instrument.    

This relationship broke down during the credit crisis of 2007-2009.  Yields on 

insured municipal bonds for the first time began to surpass yields on equivalent 

underlying (unenhanced) bonds that did not have bond insurance.  This paper uses data 

on actual municipal bond trades to document this dislocation.  For bonds whose 

underlying (unenhanced) credit quality merits the A rating, insured bonds traded at yields 

that were 2.8 basis points lower than insured bonds with similar underlying credit quality 

from 2000 to 2007.  During 2008 and 2009, the insured bonds traded at yields that were 

14 basis points higher than uninsured equivalents.   

We investigate a number of potential causes for this yield inversion phenomenon.  

We explore the role of the liquidation of Tender Option Bond (TOB).  TOB programs 

were a market innovation developed to circumvent the tax-induced difficulty of 

leveraging a portfolio of municipal bonds.  In a typical TOB program, a single municipal 
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bond is placed into a trust, which then issues senior and residual receipts.  The senior 

receipts were held by municipal money market funds, and the senior receipts by high-

yield mutual funds or other investors looking to leverage positions in municipal debt.  We 

show that the dissolution of TOB programs during the credit crisis has been rapid and 

widespread.  At least on a bond-by-bond basis, the liquidation of these programs does not 

seem to explain the yield inversion phenomenon.  In particular, the yield inversion 

phenomenon extends across all bonds, including bonds that were never part of any TOB 

programs.  It is possible, however, that the liquidation of TOB programs, by dumping 

massive dollar amounts of insured debt into the market, affected the overall market price 

of insurance even for insured bonds that were never part of TOB programs.     

We also explore the behavior of two other significant holders of municipal debt: 

open-end long-term mutual funds and property and casualty insurance companies.  We 

test the hypothesis that these institutions have been dumping insured debt into the market 

during the credit crisis, potentially in an effort to ‘window dress’ their portfolios.  We use 

fund and insurer holdings data to test this hypothesis, and find that the opposite is true: 

open-end mutual funds and insurers have actually been more likely to sell the uninsured 

bonds than the insured bonds during the crisis.   

We also show that during the credit crisis insured municipal debt has become 

significantly less liquid than uninsured bonds.  We use observed bond transaction 

sequences, as in Green et al (2007), to identify likely matched buy-sell transactions for 

specific bonds.  This approach allows us to identify round-trip transactions costs for 

insured and uninsured bonds.  Our results suggest that prior to 2007, the costs of trading 

insured and uninsured municipal bonds were approximately the same, and that these costs 
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fell from an average gross markup of as much as 200 basis points to under 100 basis 

points by the beginning of 2007.  With the credit crisis, however, estimated gross 

markups across the board have risen back to their earlier levels, and estimated markups 

on insured debt have been as much as 30 basis points higher than for uninsured bonds.5   

 As an example of the phenomenon we describe in this paper, consider a 

comparison of two New York City bonds, one insured by Ambac, the other 

uninsured. The two bonds are otherwise identical, except for their coupon amounts. Both 

are Series E bonds issued 8/17/2005 and maturing 8/1/2015.  Both bonds are General 

Obligation bonds, and are non-callable.  The insured bond has a 4 percent coupon, and 

the uninsured bond has a 5 percent coupon.   Figure 1 displays the yields of the two 

bonds.  The yields are provided by Bloomberg, based on dealer polls.  The bonds trade 

but are not highly liquid: together the bonds have 445 trades observed in the MSRB 

database, with approximately ¾ of the trading activity in the insured bonds.   

The solid red line shows the yield on the insured bond, while the dashed blue line 

shows the yield on the uninsured bond.  During 2005 the uninsured bond consistently 

yielded about 20 basis points higher, as would be expected because of the insurance 

wrap.  In November 2007 the spread climbed back above 20 basis points, and continued a 

jagged climb, peaking at 84 basis points on March 7, 2008.  During 2008 the spread 

became very volatile.  At midyear the spread was consistently around 40 basis points, but 

fell steadily from there.  On August 1, 2008, the spread went negative for the first time, 

passing 40 basis points before the end of August and reaching -63 basis points in 

                                                 
5 An earlier version of this paper used transactions counts as a measure of liquidity, and found that insured 
debt traded more frequently than uninsured debt prior to the credit crisis and equally- or less- frequently 
since the credit crisis.  Although no measure of liquidity is perfect, we feel that using the Green et al (2007) 
approach to estimate actual round-trip transactions costs is preferred to raw transaction counts.    
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September.  In the Fall of 2008 the spread went slightly positive, but was once more 

negative by the end of the year, and it has remained negative ever since.  In February 

2010 – the we wrote the first draft of this paper – the difference was around –15 basis 

points.  Between that draft and the current draft (October 2010) of the paper, the yield 

inversion phenomenon has become even more pronounced, hovering in the neighborhood 

of – 40 basis points.6   

These apparent dislocations have been a remarkably persistent feature of the 

credit crisis.  Indeed, so far they appear to be something closer to a new equilibrium 

feature of municipal credit markets than a transient phenomenon, at least while the 

currently outstanding insured municipal bonds remain outstanding.  The persistence of 

these patterns reflects a number of factors.  In particular, municipal bonds are 

exceptionally difficult to sell short and indeed there is essentially no borrowing market 

for tax-free municipal bonds.  There are millions of individual municipal bonds, many of 

which only have a small number of holders.  At the termination of the short position, an 

arbitrageur who had shorted an individual municipal bond could find himself unable to 

obtain, and perhaps unable to even locate, an identical bond.   

In addition, a short-seller of a municipal bond would face an extra tax hurdle, 

related to the tax exemption enjoyed by most municipal debt.  While a municipality can 

pay tax-exempt interest to an investor, if that investor lends shares to a short-seller, the 

short-seller does not inherit the ability to pay tax-exempt interest to the bond owner who 

has made his bonds available for borrowing.  Thus, in order to compensate the lender for 

the after-tax value of the coupons foregone on the municipal debt, the arbitrageur will 

                                                 
6 The different coupons and prices of the two bonds causes a difference in their durations.  With a sloping 
yield curve this duration difference should be accounted for.  The orange line in Figure 1 corrects for this 
duration effect.  Although there is a difference, the magnitude of the difference is minimal.    
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have to pay a higher rate of interest.  Potential short-sellers of municipal debt therefore 

face an additional tax-related wedge above and beyond the transactions cost faced by 

short-sellers of taxable debt.        

Finally, an investor who borrows to establish a position in municipal debt will not 

enjoy the ability to deduct their interest paid from taxes.  The loss of net interest income 

described above is therefore not offset by benefits due to the interest tax shield of debt.      

These frictions have made the dislocation in the municipal bond market between 

insured and uninsured debt more persistent than other financial dislocations.7  The 

patterns are consistent with the model of Vayanos and Wang (2007), who explore the 

equilibrium relationship between liquidity and price for securities that offer equivalent 

payoff streams.  If the securities differ in liquidity, investors with higher liquidity demand 

will concentrate in the more liquid of the two markets, and the price and liquidity of that 

security will be higher in equilibrium.  This is true even if the underlying dividend 

streams are equivalent, or only minimally different. Applying this insight to the current 

situation in municipal bond markets, if insurance is viewed as an addition to the dividend 

stream of an underlying instrument, when the value of the insurance falls low enough, the 

value of the insured bonds can still be lower in equilibrium if they are illiquid enough.    

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Section 1 briefly reviews the 

structure of the bond insurance industry and the factors behind the deterioration in the 

perceived value of the insurance provided by a number of particularly troubled insurers.  

Section 2 reviews the academic literature on financial guaranty insurance and the 

                                                 
7 This hasn’t been the only persistent dislocation in municipal bond markets.  The ‘Pre-refunded municipal 
bond’ puzzle, pointed out in Chalmers (1998), has also become particularly pronounced during the credit 
crisis.  The relative prices of US Treasury obligations and municipal bonds that are secured by US Treasury 
obligations have persistently implied negative tax rates during the recent period.   
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municipal debt market.  Section 3 describes the empirical hypotheses tested in this paper 

and the sources of data used.  Section 4 focuses on the relationship between insurance 

and the yields on insured and uninsured municipal debt.  Section 5 explores the TOB 

liquidation phenomenon.  Section 6 explores the trading behavior of municipal bond 

funds during the crisis, finding that the mutual fund sector was not dumping the insured 

instruments.  Section 7 explores the liquidity of insured and uninsured instruments before 

and during the crisis period.   

 

1. The Financial Guarantors  

Financial guarantors insured a significant share of municipal debt during the 

period leading up to the credit crisis of 2007-2009.  From 2000 through 2006, the 

industry enhanced 45.7% of newly issued municipal debt by dollar volume. Table 1 

shows the share of new issues, both by count and by dollar value, that were issued with 

financial guaranty insurance attached. 

At the same time, the bond insurers rapidly expanded their business in offering 

guarantees of structured finance securities directly or indirectly tied to the performance of 

the housing market (e.g., mortgage-backed collateralized debt obligations).  Table 2 

shows the aggregate result of this venture into structured finance.  By the end of 2006, the 

industry collectively insured over $800 Billion of structured finance instruments, versus 

$1.3 Trillion of municipal securities.  

Across the major financial guarantors, all were to some degree were involved in 

guaranteeing securities tied to the performance of residential mortgage markets.  Table 3 

shows the mix of public finance and structured finance business at each of the major 
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insurers back to 2001.    Although all of the major guarantors entered the structured 

finance market, the collapse of the structured finance market divided the group of 

incumbents roughly into two: Assured Guaranty and FSA retained their investment-grade 

credit ratings and have since merged, while the other guarantors (MBIA, Ambac, CIFG, 

FGIC, and XL) became troubled and lost their investment grade credit ratings.  Table 4 

shows the performance of the major guarantors before and during the credit crisis.  We 

maintain throughout our analysis a distinction between the bonds that are insured by the 

troubled insurers and the bonds that are insured by FSA, Assured Guaranty, and the 

Berkshire Hathaway-affiliated new entrant in 2008.   

Although the expansion into structured finance ex post was expensive for the 

financial guarantors, there are some reasonable ex ante justifications.  Since the 

underlying diligence in assessing municipal credit risk is similar to (in fact more or less 

includes) analyzing local housing markets, expanding into structured finance easily 

leveraged the existing infrastructure for the monoline insurers.  One consequence, 

however, was that as the real estate market and its structured derivatives, particularly 

those tied to subprime mortgages, collapsed during the credit crisis of 2007-2009, the 

financial guarantors’ balance sheets and the industry’s solvency became a focus of 

concern for investors and regulators.   

The financial guaranty industry is an interesting complement to the credit rating 

industry.  Both the credit rating industry and the financial guarantors provide some 

measure of pooling in the production of information about underlying borrowers: the 

rating agencies investigate borrowers’ condition and circumstances in order to construct 

their ratings, while the financial guarantors performed a similar service before 
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underwriting an issue.  Indeed, the financial guaranty industry on its face appears to 

correct a major deficiency with the existing system of credit ratings: while the ratings 

agencies were not directly exposed to the performance of the securities that they assigned 

ratings to, the financial guarantors took on the risk of default for these instruments.  

Bergstresser, Cohen, and Shenai (2010) investigate the ratings transition performance of 

insured and uninsured debt, focusing on transitions in the S&P rating assigned to the 

underlying credit quality of the issuer.  They find that the financial guarantors had 

significant ‘selection’ ability: controlling for current underlying ratings the subsequent 

performance of underlying issuers is better for issues that were originally sold with 

insurance.   

Financial guarantors also provided a service of preventing ‘free riding’ by 

bondholders in negotiating with recalcitrant creditors: by concentrating the risk of non-

payment into the financial guarantors’ hands, the setup effectively prevented issuers of 

insured bonds from exploiting the dispersion of bondholders in potentially value-

extracting renegotiations.   This service is particularly important given the dispersed 

nature of municipal bond investors: 36 percent of municipal debt is held directly by 

households, with an additional 36 percent held by mutual funds 15 percent by insurance 

companies, and 8 percent by banks.   

 

2. Existing Literature 

The financial guaranty industry was a focus of early research by Thakor (1982), 

who develops a model where issuers’ purchase of bond insurance signals their underlying 

credit quality.  Nanda and Singh (2004) focus on a tax-based explanation for the 
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existence of bond insurance: the insurance allows an indirect tax arbitrage, with the 

insurer maintaining the tax-exempt status of the interest payments to the investor in the 

event of issuer default.   

Denison (2003) empirically explores which issuers elect to issue bonds with bond 

insurance.  Denison finds that lower-rated (BBB) issues are much more likely to be sold 

with insurance, and that issuers into markets that are ‘crowded’ with issues from the same 

state are likely to be sold with insurance.  He interprets the results as suggesting that 

insurance is purchased to make bonds attractive to a wider audience and ameliorate 

market segmentation.   

Gore, Sachs, and Trzcinka (2004) investigate the relationship between municipal 

financial disclosure and bond insurance, comparing the low-disclosure state of 

Pennsylvania with the high-disclosure state of Michigan.  They find that bonds in 

Pennsylvania are more likely to be sold with bond insurance, consistent with disclosure 

and bond insurance being substitutes for enhancing the attractiveness of municipal issues.   

Butler, Fauver, and Mortal (2008) investigate patterns of municipal corruption, 

and find that higher corruption levels are associated with lower-rated bonds, higher 

yields, and greater use of bond insurance.  While their finding that credit insurance is 

chosen by lower-quality issuers might be cause for concern, they also find that the 

corrupt issuers lower credit ratings, suggesting that our control for the credit rating of the 

underlying issuer is appropriate in our empirical analysis.  Both Butler et al (2008) and 

Gore et al (2004) suggest that bond insurance is used to enhance the attractiveness of 

municipal debt, counteracting either financial opaqueness or potential corruption on the 

part of issuers.   
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Several researchers have focused on the recent turmoil among financial 

guarantors.  Neale and Drake (2009) trace the history of the financial guaranty industry 

and, using MBIA as a case study, construct a narrative for the industry’s current struggles 

based on exposure to housing-related structured finance instruments.   

Martell and Kravchuk (2009) focus on the market for variable-rate municipal 

bonds, a particular sub-segment of the muni market.  They study the effect of the 

creditworthiness of liquidity providers for the instruments on the reoffering rates of the 

bonds.  Focusing on 58 bonds from July 2008 to May 2009, they find that the 

creditworthiness of the liquidity provider has a significant impact on the bond spreads, 

but that the credit quality of the bond insurers for the instrument does not.  This result, 

consistent with the results in our paper, suggests that changes in liquidity of municipal 

instruments is a vital part of explaining changes in their prices during the crisis.   

Gorton (2009) describes a mechanism by which changes in insurer 

creditworthiness could explain the market valuation of the underlying security.  

Numerous investors, particularly regulated and individual retail investors, seek 

informationally insensitive, highly creditworthy securities – in this case, wrapped 

municipal bonds, but in general highly-rated instruments.  They invest in these securities, 

but never build up the institutional infrastructure to perform robust credit analysis, or 

evaluate underlying issuer credit information in the first place.  When the 

creditworthiness of the bond insurers becomes questionable, these investors do not have 

the capabilities to analyze the individual securities and instead sell the newly questioned 

securities – here, the wrapped bonds.   
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3. Hypotheses and data  
 

We explore four empirical questions.  First: what happened to the yields on 

insured versus ‘equivalent’ uninsured bonds during the credit crisis.  We estimate 

monthly regressions of bond yields on characteristics, running separate regressions by 

underlying (unenhanced) credit rating.  We find that during the credit crisis the spreads 

on insured bonds has exceeded spreads on equivalent uninsured bonds.  This dislocation 

in the market for insured municipal debt appears to have occurred in January or February 

of 2008.  This timing coincides with the January 18, 2008 downgrade of Ambac from 

AAA status and the breakdown of the Auction Rate Securities (ARS) market.   

Having established the timing of the phenomenon, we look for causes.  We start 

with the liquidation of Tender Option Bond (TOB) programs.  Through these programs 

investors were able to established leveraged positions in (disproportionately insured) 

municipal debt.  The unwinding of these programs has been identified as a cause of 

significant dislocations in the municipal bond market.  We find, however, that at least on 

a bond-by-bond basis this part of the unwinding of leverage does not appear to be a full 

explanation for the yield inversion phenomenon.  Separating trades into trades in bonds 

that are held by liquidating TOB programs and trades in non-TOB bonds, it appears that 

the yield inversion phenomenon is pervasive and not limited to bonds previously held by 

liquidated TOB trusts.   

We then look for evidence that the yield inversion phenomenon may have been 

caused by mutual funds or property and casualty insurers dumping insured municipal 

debt after the downgrades of the financial guarantors.  One hypothesis is that mutual 

funds, perhaps seeking to ‘window dress’ the names of troubled insurance companies out 
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of their portfolios (see Lakonishok, Shleifer, Thaler, and Vishny) dumped the issues 

insured by troubled insurers out of their portfolios.  We use data on the portfolio holdings 

of insurers and open-end mutual funds, and we find that contrary to our window-dressing 

hypothesis, these investors in aggregate became more hesitant to sell the insured issues 

after the credit crisis broke.   

Continuing the focus on liquidity, we investigate patterns in the liquidity of 

uninsured and insured municipal securities.  We find that the insured securities were 

more liquid until the start of the crisis, when the securities became equally illiquid.   

The primary data used in this paper are the trades in the municipal bond market.   

Data covering bond characteristics come from Mergent, and include information on call 

schedules, put schedules, maturity dates, issuance dates, and bond tax status.  Table 1 

describes the Mergent sample.  That sample has 2.37 Million bonds in total, which were 

issued as part of 243,000 distinct issues.   The total face value issued was $7.025 Trillion, 

of which $2.610 Trillion was issued insurance from a financial guarantor.  The share of 

bonds issued with insurance was more than half in 1998 and 2003, and has since 

collapsed to less than 10 percent in 2009.   

 The bond issue data are merged with a comprehensive dataset of trades from the 

MSRB (Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board), which since 1995 has required 

reporting of interdealer trades.  Customer purchases and sales are reported since 1998.  

Table 5 describes these data, and the overlap between these trades and the bond 

information in the Mergent database.   The database covers 97,000,000 trades in total.  In 

the years since 2006, approximately 100 percent of the trades are for bonds that are also 

present in the Mergent database, meaning that our coverage on bond characteristics is 
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very good.  Trading is concentrated among the very most liquid issues: in 2009 the most 

liquid 1 percent of bonds (measured by number of trades) saw 27 percent of trades, and 

81 percent of trades were in the most liquid quarter of the bonds. 

 The data on mutual fund holdings come from the CRSP Mutual funds portfolio 

holdings database.  Table 6 describes this data source.  The database has 21,000,000 

individual security-portfolio pairs, of which 1,000,000 appear to be municipal securities 

(matching to either the Mergent or the MSRB data).  Approximately 980,000 match to 

both Mergent and MSRB data, and the portfolio-security matches for municipals begin in 

general in December of 2007, after the very start of the credit crisis.  A little bit less than 

half of the matching portfolio positions are for insured bonds, and the database covers 

85,881 of the municipal issues.  Comprehensive data on insurance company holdings and 

trades come from property and casualty insurers’ Schedule D filings with the National 

Association of Insurance Commissioners.  Our insurance company data go back to 2005, 

and allow us to estimate monthly sales models starting in 2006.   

 

4. Empirical evidence: yields on insured and uninsured bonds 

The first empirical analysis in this paper explores the relationship between 

insurance and bond yields both before and after the start of the credit crisis.  It is 

important to find a set of bonds that, in the absence of credit insurance, would be 

homogeneous.  We focus on bonds that are rated by Standard and Poor’s, and for which 

S&P provides an equivalent credit rating for the underlying issuer (called a SPUR).  This 

underlying issuer credit rating reflects an ‘unenhanced’ credit quality of the issuer, and 

allows us to construct pools of insured and uninsured bonds that have equivalent 
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underlying credit quality.  For bonds that are not insured and for which no SPUR is 

reported by S&P, we impute a SPUR equivalent to the reported credit rating of the 

instrument.   

Having constructed separate samples by SPUR, to the extent that there are any 

residual credit quality differences between the insured and uninsured samples recent 

work by Bergstresser, Cohen, and Shenai (2010) suggests that the credit quality of the 

insured bonds is a bit higher.  The authors investigate the underlying credit quality 

transitions of insured and uninsured debt, and find that based on this measure, the insured 

debt outperforms the uninsured debt.    

Having stratified by SPUR, we choose a relatively homogeneous sample of bonds 

and trades of those bonds.   We restrict the sample to bonds that have S&P credit rating 

information.  We exclude bonds that are puttable, callable, or sinkable.  This restriction 

excludes more than half of our available observations, but allows us to use relatively 

straightforward measures of bond yield that do not depend on a particular model of 

interest rate movements.  We include only of fixed-coupon bonds.  This is also designed 

to lead to a simple sample of transparent bonds.  We restrict the sample to tax-exempt 

general obligation bonds.  We exclude bonds that are taxable, and we exclude bonds that 

are not general obligation issues.  Limiting the sample to GO bonds excludes the 

numerous bonds that are issued with recourse to the revenues from particular projects, for 

example highways or stadiums, but that do not have recourse to the issuers’ tax revenues.  

We also look only at trades that reflect customer purchases or sales, and exclude inter-

dealer trades.    
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These restrictions reduce the size of the sample.  For example, in June of 2009 we 

end up with at total of 23301 trades.  Of these trades, 15362 are in instruments where the 

underlying credit quality is rated AA; 6529 are in instruments with A-rated underlying 

quality, and 1410 are in instruments with BBB-rated underlying quality.  We estimate 

regressions of bond yield on characteristics separately by month and by underlying credit 

rating.  Equation (1) below represents the specification that we employ:  

 

    , , ,

1 , , , 2 , , ,                                     

, , , 3 , 4 , ln , , ,            

, , , 5 , 6 , ln , , , 7 ,

ln , , , 8 , ln , , , , , ,

, , ,   

 

The subscript CR reflects the fact that different regressions are run by credit 

quality (AA, A, and BBB).  The subscript t reflects the fact that we run different 

regressions by month.  Standard errors in each regression are clustered at the instrument 

level.  Table 7 summarizes the results with respect to the coefficient on the dummy 

variable for the bonds that are insured by the troubled insurers. Prior to the crisis, the 

average coefficient in the regressions across the 96 monthly regressions is -0.050, 

reflecting a 5.0 basis point lower yield among the insured bonds with AA-equivalent 

underlying ratings than among the AA-rated uninsured issues.  Figures 2, 3 and 4 show 

the pattern of coefficients across time for the AA, A, and BBB-based regressions.   With 
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the advent of the credit crisis, the pattern shifts, with insured bonds carrying 9.0 basis 

point higher yields persistently through the end of the sample.  The results are equally 

pronounced for the regressions on bonds with A and BBB-rated underlying credit quality.   

Specification (1) includes controls for bond and issue size, as well as maturity and 

the characteristics of the trade.  The specification forces the estimated coefficients on 

these controls to be the same for the insured and uninsured bonds in the sample, with the 

loading on the insured bond dummy capturing the impact of insurance.  Specification (2) 

below relaxes the restriction implicit in Specification (1), and allows each of the control 

coefficients to be estimated separately by insurance status:  

    , , ,
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3 , 3 , , , 4 , 4 , , ,
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Although in Specification (1) the underlying characteristics of the sample are held 

relatively constant by running the regressions separately by credit rating, and restricting 

the sample to fixed-coupon GO debt, the more flexible specification controls for any 
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potential misspecifications that could be induced by forcing bond and trade 

characteristics to exert the same impact on yield in both insured and uninsured bonds.  

The impact of insurance is measured as the marginal impact of the insurance dummy, 

measured at the sample means of the other control variables.   

Table 8 and Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the results with the more flexible 

specification.  For the AA-rated and A-rated underlying issuer samples, the more flexible 

specification increases the estimated magnitude of the yield inversion phenomenon.  For 

the AA-rated issuers, the average estimated pre-crisis insurance effect is a 6.3 basis point 

reduction in yields.  During the crisis the estimated effect is a 22.9 basis point increase in 

yields.  For the BBB-rated issuers the estimated insurance impact in the crisis period, but 

the estimated effect of 41.8 basis points is still highly statistically significant.     his more 

flexible equation allows for different effects of insurance on yield by different underlying 

characteristics of the bond.   

Our estimate of the reversal in the yield spread between uninsured and insured 

bonds based on the empirical specifications (1) and (2), while striking, is smaller in 

magnitude than the reversal documented in Figure 1 for the two New York City GO 

bonds from the same bond issue. A possible reason for some attenuation in the estimated 

magnitude of the yield reversal is that our analysis is based on individual bond trades.  In 

selecting only the bonds that actually trade, we end up selecting a subsample of bonds 

that are disproportionately liquid. If the more liquid bonds are disproportionately trading 

at compressed yields, then differences in yields between the insured and uninsured 

segments may be attenuated.  While controlling for the amount if the bond issued, as well 

as the amount of the entire issue (most municipal debt is issued with multiple bonds in an 
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individual issue) reflects an effort to control for this liquidity effect (larger issues are 

more liquid), the control may be imperfect.  For this reason, the estimates in Table 7 and 

Table 8 may be an underestimate of the magnitude of the reversal of the spreads on 

insured and uninsured municipal debt.   

One can use these empirical estimates to construct a lower bound estimate of the 

total dollar underpricing of insured municipal debt.  This estimate is relative to a 

benchmark where bond insurance carries no value.  As of December 2009, there were 

$577.5 Billion worth of bonds insured by troubled insurers in the merged Mergent/S&P 

sample.  Of these bonds, $264.9 Billion had an underlying credit quality equivalent to an 

AA (AA+/AA/AA-) rating, $266.8 Billion had an underlying credit quality equivalent to 

a A rating, and $45.8 Billion had an underlying credit quality equivalent to a BBB rating.  

Within each set of bonds, the mean and median coupons were close to 5 percent, and the 

mean and median maturities were close to 13 years.  Applying a duration of 9.5 years to 

our coefficient estimates in Table 7 (9.0 basis points for AA, 16.2 basis points for A, and 

61.5 basis points for BBB) gives an aggregate estimated underpricing of $9.05 Billion. Of 

that total, $2.26 Billion is accounted for by the AA-equivalent underlying credit quality 

bonds, $4.11 by the A (underlying quality) bonds, and $2.68 by the BBB (underlying 

quality) bonds.   

 The relative underpricing of the insured bonds is striking along at least two 

dimensions.  First, as described above, the underpricing is large in economic magnitude.  

Second, the reversal from the pre-crisis period is striking.  The absolute value of the 

coefficients on the insurance dummies went from being small and negative during the 

pre-crisis period to large and positive during the crisis.  This reversal implies that the 
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negative absolute value of the insurance today currently far exceeds the positive value 

that the insurance carried before the crisis.   

 As a first approach at explaining the yield inversion phenomenon, Table 9 

explores the time-series correlation between the monthly estimated coefficients on the 

insurance dummy (based on the A-rated underlying bond regression) and macroeconomic 

and financial indicators that might reasonably be associated with this phenomenon.  

Column (1) uses the spread between corporate BBB-rated bonds and US Treasury bonds, 

an indicator of the overall price of credit risk in the economy; the Treasury-LIBOR 

(TED) spread, a measure of credit risk, focused more tightly on the interbank lending 

market, the spread between state and local bonds and treasuries; and the S&P 500 

financial subindex level.  The R-squared in the regression is above 0.50; the coefficients 

on the municipal bond spread and the TED spread have the expected signs and are highly 

significant.  Column (2) includes these variables as well as a simple dummy variable for 

the months including and after October 2007.  The remaining columns are similar, with 

different starting points for the dummy variables.  The simple dummy variables are 

highly significant and drive out all explanatory power of the other variables: not one of 

the other index variables is significant when a time dummy is included.  Comparing 

columns (2) through (7), the timing of the yield inversion phenomenon for the A-rated 

underlying bonds appears to match most closely a January 2008 starting point, coincident 

with the January 19, 2008 downgrade of Ambac from AAA status.  A similar exercise for 

the BBB-rated underlying bonds suggests that the February 2008 dummy has slightly 

higher explanatory power.8  February 2008 saw widespread auction failures in the 

                                                 
8 The R-squareds from the BBB regressions: 0.7653 (October 2007 dummy); 0.8031 (November 2007); 
0.8179 (December 2007); 0.8419 (January 2008); 0.8533 (February 2008); 0.8424 (March 2008) 
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Auction Rate Securities (ARS) market, a market for (often insured municipal) long term 

instruments with periodic coupon reset mechanisms.9    

On the whole, these results and visual inspection of the pattern of monthly 

coefficients suggests that the yield inversion phenomenon had a starting point in January 

or February 2008.  This starting point coincides with downgrades of bond insurers and 

the collapse of the ARS market, and the timing appears to be distinct from the increases 

in credit spreads observed in other parts of the credit market, including the interbank 

lending market and general corporate credit market.     

  

5. Empirical evidence: liquidation of Tender Option Bond (TOB) programs 

Directly borrowing to finance a portfolio of municipal debt is prevented by the 

IRS, which will generally not allow investors to deduct interest payments on debt that 

directly finances a portfolio of tax-exempt bonds.  A financial innovation called the 

‘Tender Option Bond’ allows investors to establish a position akin to a leveraged position 

in tax-exempt debt.  The cost is a somewhat more convoluted and highly-engineered 

structure than would be required to established a levered position in taxable debt.    

In a TOB program, an underlying municipal bond (and occasionally a portfolio of 

a small number of underlying bonds) is placed into a trust. The trust then issues both 

senior receipts and residual receipts.  The senior receipts pay a floating interest rate, are 

periodically remarketed, and are designed to remain priced at par.  The senior receipts, 

                                                 
9 See Bergstresser, Cole, and Shenai (2009), McConnell and Saretto (2010), and Han and Li (2009). Dealer 
support for ARS auctions stabilized the market into February of 2008, but by supporting their own auctions 
dealers rapidly accumulated massive quantities of ARS.  UBS, for example, the dominant dealer in the 
ARS market, had an inventory of ARS that grew from under $3 Billion in December 2007 to almost $12 
Billion at the beginning of February, a total almost $10 Billion in excess of their internal risk limit for ARS 
holdings.      
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often called floaters, are an eligible investment for money market mutual funds.  

Liquidity providers sell commitments to purchase the senior receipts in the event of a 

failed periodic remarketing.  This liquidity option, however, can terminate (called a 

tender option termination event) in the event of downgrade of the underlying issue in the 

trust.  Unwinding of TOB trusts will, in general, eventually lead to the underlying bond in 

the trust being sold on the secondary market.   

With the senior receipts paying floating interest rates and generally priced at par, 

the residual claim inherits the bulk of the risk of the municipal bond in the trust, and thus 

offers an exposure similar to a leveraged exposure in the underlying municipal bond.  

TOB programs grew to be a significant feature of the municipal bond market.  Table 10 

shows our estimate of the value of the programs created and programs redeemed during 

the 1995-2009 period.  Our search of Bloomberg, S&P, and Mergent for TOB issues 

leads to a sample of 20,256 individual programs, with USD 264 Billion in debt 

outstanding.  For most of the TOB programs Bloomberg provides the underlying CUSIP 

that has been placed into the TOB program; 16,356 underlying municipal bonds can be 

mapped to TOB programs.  Bloomberg also provides data on the liquidation date of TOB 

programs; 2008 saw the liquidation of at least USD 70 Billion worth of TOB programs.  

This rapid deleveraging has been identified as a cause of dislocations in the market for 

municipal debt.  Figure 8 shows monthly creation and liquidation of TOB programs over 

the same period.    

Similar numbers appear in the aggregate statistics compiled by the Federal 

Reserve.  Their Flow of Funds numbers for the period between 1995 and 2010 are 

presented in Table 11.  The magnitude of the TOB programs is revealed in the apparent 
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discrepancy between two numbers:  short term debt issued by state and local 

governments amounts to 4.6 percent of municipal debt outstanding in 2007 Q4, but 

money market mutual funds appear to hold 18.0 percent of the outstanding municipal 

debt in that same period.  This wedge – 13.4 percent of the $2.6 Trillion total, or $350 

Billion, likely includes much of the senior notes issued out of TOB programs.  Table XX 

also shows the rapid dissolution of TOB programs.  Collective holdings of municipal debt 

reported by money market funds via the Fed’s Flow of Funds statistics fall by $120 

Billion between 2007 Q4 and 2010Q2.    

Insured bonds were somewhat more likely to be included in TOB programs than 

uninsured, since suppliers of the liquidity put preferred to include highly rated 

instruments in the program.  Table 12 compares the characteristics of the bonds known to 

be included in TOB programs with the other bonds in the Mergent sample by the date of 

issue of the bond (note that Table 10 is divided by the date of creation of the TOB, rather 

than the date of issue of the underlying bond held in the trust).  Sixty-four percent of 

TOB-included bonds were insured, versus 48 percent of the remainder.  Year-by-year, 

bonds included in TOB programs had higher credit ratings than the rest, although the 

comparison for the entire period includes a composition effect that misleadingly suggests 

that TOB bonds had lower credit ratings.  TOB-included bonds were more likely to be 

revenue bonds, and tended to be issued at a premium or discount.  The most striking 

differences are the greater size and longer maturity of bonds included in TOB programs; 

they were on average almost 15 times the size of the rest of the bonds and had twice as 

long maturity.   
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Since the liquidation of TOB programs was an important feature of the 

deleveraging of 2008 and 2009, and since the TOB programs disproportionately had 

insured debt in their trusts, we investigate the role that this liquidation had on the 

phenomenon described in this paper.  For each bond, we identify whether it was in a TOB 

program, and for each trade in that bond we identify whether than program had been 

liquidated in the past year.  We then run specification (1), but including three dummy 

variables: a troubled insurer/TOB liquidation dummy; a troubled insured/no-TOB 

dummy; and a no-insurer/TOB dummy.  The omitted category is municipal bonds that are 

not insured by a troubled insurer and not included in any TOB programs liquidated in the 

year before the trade.   

The yield inversion phenomenon described in this paper appears to be driven by 

the bonds outside of the TOB programs rather than the bonds that were included in TOB 

programs.  Table 13 shows the results of this exercise; the pre- and post- coefficients on 

the insurance/no-TOB dummy are very similar to the coefficients on the insurance 

dummy in Table 7.  With a relatively small number of bonds included in TOB programs, 

the number of trades in TOB bonds is small enough that the monthly coefficients are 

estimated imprecisely.  For the pre-crisis period, the TOB/insured dummy can only be 

estimated in 16 of the 96 months, and is not statistically significantly different from zero.  

In the post-crisis period, the only underlying credit rating where the TOB/insured dummy 

is significant is the BBB category, where the average estimated monthly coefficient is 84 

basis points, significantly larger than the 62 basis point estimated coefficient on the 

troubled insurer/no TOB dummy.  Nonetheless, in spite of the rapid deleveraging of the 

TOB programs, and the disproportionate weight of insured bonds in those programs, we 
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are unable to find evidence that the yield inversion phenomenon has been driven, at least 

on a bond-by-bond basis, by the liquidation of the TOB programs.  The yield inversion 

phenomenon is much more pervasive: it seems to have included, and indeed largely been 

driven by, bonds that were never included in TOB programs.  It is certainly possible, 

however, that the liquidation of TOB programs, by dumping huge quantities of insured 

debt onto the market, affected the overall market price of insurance – dealers 

accommodating the flow of insured debt into the market may not have cared whether the 

debt was being coming from a liquidating TOB program or not.     

 

6. Empirical evidence: mutual fund and insurance company trades 

Given the odd pattern documented in the previous section, with the law of one 

price appearing not to hold, it is a reasonable conjecture that some class of investors may 

have been dumping the insured securities.  Portfolio managers seeking to avoid questions 

from investors about exposures to troubled financial guarantors could possibly have been 

dumping the insured securities in order to avoid uncomfortable conversations that begin 

with questions like “how much MBIA exposure do you have?”  In order to test this 

hypothesis, at least with respect to a large and important class of institutional investors, 

we turned to data on open-end long-term (as opposed to money market) mutual fund 

holdings and trades, described in an earlier section.  These data, for municipal securities, 

generally begin in December of 2007.  For each portfolio-municipal bond-date 

observation, we construct a variable indicating whether the bond was sold (partially or 

fully) out from the portfolio between the observation date and the next time that the fund 

portfolio is observed.  The specification we estimate is expressed in Equation (3) below:  
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The subscript f,i,t indicates that the sell variable is constructed for each time period for 

each bond-fund pair.  We estimate the regression separately by month.  Table 14 shows 

the results.  The coefficients on insured bonds and troubled-insurer-insured bonds are 

additive: for example in September of 2008 insurance by a stable insurer reduced the 

probability of sale of a bond by 1.2 percent, and insurance by a troubled insurer reduced 

the probability of sale by 1.2 + 3.3 = 4.5 percent.  Figure 9 graphs the point estimates. 

Our hypothesis that mutual funds might be dumping insured instruments during the crisis 

was not borne out by the data; in fact the funds appeared to have increased their 

propensity to hold onto insured securities, relative to the uninsured securities.    

 We estimate similar equations using data on the bond holdings reported by 

property and casualty insurers.  We start with data on holdings, purchases, and sales, 

which is based on the insurers Schedule D filings with the National Association of 

Insurance Commissioners.  We merge these data with data from Mergent on bond 

characteristics, including insurance status.  While we are not able to control for 

performance of the insurer, we can control for the characteristics of the bond and we can 

estimate monthly regressions.  Figure 10 shows the monthly time series of estimated 

coefficients.  As with the mutual funds, our estimates suggest little difference in the 

propensity to sell insured and uninsured debt prior to the credit crisis.  Since the credit 
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crisis, if anything, it appears that the insurers have become relatively reluctant to sell 

insured debt, in particular debt insured by troubled insurers.  The overall magnitude of 

the point estimates on the insurance dummies is lower, reflected the lower amount of 

trading activity for insurers versus mutual funds.  On net, it does not appear that either the 

open-end mutual funds or the property and casualty insurers were dumping insured debt 

into the market during the yield inversion phenomenon.   

 

7. Empirical evidence: liquidity 

Finding that the mutual funds increased their propensity to hold, rather than sell, 

the insured securities during the credit crisis suggests some deeper analysis of the 

liquidity of the insured versus the uninsured instruments.  Our approach here to use the 

Green et al (2007) technique, using observed patterns of customer purchases and sales to 

construct imputed round-trip bond transactions.  With these round-trip transactions, we 

can calculate estimated percent markups for these round-trip transactions.  We use the 

variant of their approach which includes customer sales to dealers followed by either 1) 

immediate dealer sales of the same bond; 2) delayed dealer sales of the same bond; 3) a 

pattern of dealer sales of the same bond that taken together clears the inventory acquired 

from the customer sale to the dealer.  In the language of the Green et al (2007) paper, we 

are creating the union of their ‘immediate match’, ‘round-trip’, and ‘FIFO’ samples.   

With these imputed round-trip transactions, we create a measure of the gross 

markup by taking the difference between the customer sale price and the dealer sale 

price; we calculate a ratio by dividing the difference by the maximum of the two.  We 

then fit monthly regressions of the observed dealer markup ratio by bond and trade 
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characteristics, including (all in logs) the size of the bond, the size of the issue, and the 

size of the trade.  We include (also in log) the months to maturity for the bond; bonds 

closer to maturity appear to be more liquid than bonds further away from maturity.  

Finally, we control for the time since issuance, since bonds are relatively liquid 

immediately after issuance but liquidity falls as the bonds age.  The specification includes 

a dummy variable for bonds insured by the troubled insurers. Equation (4) below 

represents the specification that we employ:  
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Table 15 and Figure 11 show the estimated monthly series of coefficients estimated for 

the troubled insurer dummies, as well as the average estimated gross markup ratio for 

each month in the sample.   

 The period prior to the credit crisis saw declining trading costs across the board 

for the municipal market, with estimated gross markups falling from 200 basis points to 

under 100 basis points at their minimum.  During the earliest part of the period, the 

estimated transactions costs for insured debt were about 10 basis points higher than for 

uninsured bonds; through the middle of the period the transactions costs are not 

meaningfully different between the two classes of bonds.  The apparent higher trading 
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cost for insured bonds early in the sample is something of a puzzle.  Our conjecture is 

that this reflects some residual heterogeneity between the investors who traded uninsured 

and insured debt.  While we have tried to control for this heterogeneity using trade size 

(unlike equity markets, larger trades in municipal bonds appear to be cheaper than small 

trades), some residual heterogeneity in trading savvy between investors in the two 

habitats may remain.   

The two most striking features in the graph occur during the credit crisis: the 

across-the-board increases in gross markups, and the relative increase in the observed 

gross markups on insured municipal debt.  At the end of 2008, the gross markups on 

municipal debt had risen to above 200 basis points on average.  The coefficient on 

insured bonds from equation (4) peaked at over thirty basis points, meaning that round-

trip transaction costs for insured bonds were 30 basis points more expensive than for 

uninsured bonds at that time.   

    

8. Interpretation and conclusions  

In frictionless markets insured bonds should not trade at higher yields than 

equivalent underlying bonds that do not carry insurance.  Even when an insurer has very 

low credit quality, some insurance is better than nothing.  This paper has shown three 

empirical patterns in municipal bond markets before and during the credit crisis.  First, 

the credit crisis has seen a sustained increase in the relative yields on insured bonds.  

Indeed, controlling for the credit quality of the underlying issuer, we find that the 

insurance appears to have had a negative premium during the crisis.  This relationship has 

been remarkably stable – not a temporary phenomenon but rather sustained.  While 
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Butler et al (2008) and Gore et al (2004) show that more questionable municipalities are 

more likely to issue bonds with credit insurance, we have attempted to control for the 

credit quality of the underlying issuer using the S&P underlying credit rating.  Butler et al 

(2008) show that these credit ratings respond to their measure of problem municipalities, 

suggesting that this control is valid.  To the extent that we have not perfectly controlled 

for underlying credit quality, the results in Bergstresser et al (2010) suggest that the credit 

quality of the insured bonds is actually higher, making the yield inversion phenomenon 

even more striking.   

We describe the TOB liquidation phenomenon, and show that vast amounts of 

insured municipal debt have been dumped onto the market since 2008 with the 

unwinding of TOB programs.  On a bond-by-bond basis, however, this phenomenon does 

not appear to explain the yield inversion phenomenon, a phenomenon that appears to 

include bonds that were never a part of TOB programs.  It is certainly possible, however, 

that the liquidation of TOB programs, by bringing large quantities of insured debt into the 

market, has affected the overall market price of insurance.   

We also show mutual fund and insurance company dumping of insured 

instruments does not appear to have been the driver of the sustained increase in the 

spreads on insured municipal bonds.  If anything, mutual funds and insurance companies 

appear to have been more hesitant to sell municipal securities – particularly municipal 

securities issued by troubled insurers – during the credit crisis.  Pushing further in this 

investigation of liquidity, we should that the credit crisis has seen a reversal of the 

longstanding relationship between liquidity and insurance – for the first time, the insured 

securities have become less liquid.   
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The inability of a class of arbitrageurs to come in and quickly arbitrage the 

difference in yields between insured and uninsured debt reflects the extremely high level 

of frictions in shorting individual municipal bonds.  As of this writing, the higher yields 

on insured bonds appear to be something closer to a new equilibrium than a transitory 

phenomenon, along the lines developed in Vayanos and Wang (2007).  In their model, 

they show that in a market with two securities paying the same dividend stream, 

endogenous concentration of liquidity in one security can lead the liquidity-demanding 

investors to concentrate in that security, leading to more liquidity and higher prices for 

that security.  Extending the model slightly to accommodate the minimal ‘dividend 

stream’ of insurance from a troubled bond insurer still suggests that underpricing and 

illiquidity for otherwise similar securities can be persistent, even in markets where 

investors are perfectly rational.   

As an alternative to the fully-rational liquidity-based explanation of the low prices 

of insured bonds and the agency-based explanation associated with sales by window-

dressers, consider a story based on behavioral biases.  Faced with two separate forms of 

security on an instrument, some investors may tend to make the error of taking a 

weighted average of the security qualities provided, rather than recognizing that the 

double security of a bond plus an insurance wrapper is always at least weakly better than 

the best of either of the two forms of protection individually.  While we have no test for 

this theory, and indeed it might sound implausible, we note its strong resemblance to a 

robust finding in the psychology literature.  Many studies, including work by Kahneman 

and Tversky (1972), have documented patterns along the following lines: when people 

are presented with a description of someone named Pat who sounds likely to be a 
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feminist woman, they assign a higher probability to the statement "Pat is a feminist 

woman" than to the statement "Pat is a woman."  If similar patterns of thinking are used 

in the analysis of municipal bonds, a behavioral explanation may play a role for the 

persistent mispricing of insured and uninsured debt.  Unlike in markets with lower levels 

of frictions, the high costs faced by potential arbitrageurs in the municipal bond market 

can make dislocations, whether driven by rational or irrational factors, remarkably long-

lasting.  

This persistence may have a limit, however, if the bond insurance industry does 

not recover its former position in the new issue market.  The collapse of the bond 

insurance industry, although understandable given the expansion into housing-based 

structured products, is ironic given that bond insurance appears, on its face, to be a 

reasonable solution to a number of underlying problems.  In particular, bond insurance 

corrects a criticism often levied at ratings agencies.  Unlike the ratings agencies, the bond 

insurers put money at risk when they offered insurance.   
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Table 1.  Insured and uninsured issuance of municipal debt, 1995-2009. 

Count Count Count Count ($, B) ($, B) ($, B) % insured % insured
issues bonds insured uninsured bonds insured unins. counts amounts

1995 4130 51186 22358 28828 103 46 57 43.7% 44.7%
1996 5911 75822 37642 38180 146 67 79 49.6% 45.9%
1997 8142 100386 52968 47418 198 97 101 52.8% 49.0%
1998 12403 152968 81317 71651 340 192 148 53.2% 56.5%
1999 11117 125602 65118 60484 250 123 127 51.8% 49.2%
2000 10086 100606 49325 51281 215 96 119 49.0% 44.7%
2001 13079 142389 78188 64201 316 139 177 54.9% 44.0%
2002 14808 158260 90522 67738 393 186 207 57.2% 47.3%
2003 16537 169736 96709 73027 499 261 238 57.0% 52.3%
2004 17013 153961 83781 71080 447 202 245 54.4% 45.2%
2005 18464 169242 97251 71991 474 228 246 57.5% 48.1%
2006 21150 145243 75537 69706 503 184 319 52.0% 36.6%
2007 22859 141306 72445 68861 727 197 530 51.3% 27.1%
2008 20158 114784 38192 76592 600 99 501 33.3% 16.5%
2009 15714 128337 28134 100203 520 40 479 21.9% 7.7%
ALL 211571 1929828 969487 961241 5731 2157 3573 50.2% 37.6%

Source: Mergent
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Table 2.  Obligations insured by financial guaranty industry, December 2006. 

463,564
200,426

Utility revenue 202,481
95,337

109,862
67,871
38,337

Student loan 27,697
International 84,643
Other 57,564

$1,347,783
Structured Finance (principal insured)

$154,889
379,828
46,646

154,673
49,609

Other - US 27,584
10,505

823,735
Total Par $2,171,518

$3,259,189

Source: AFGI 2006 Annual Report.  

Net Financial Guarantees in Force (Principal and Interest)

Other asset-backed - US
Mortgage-backed - International
Other asset-backed - International
Investor-owned utility obligations

Other - International
Total Structured Finance

Mortgage-backed - US

(amounts in millions)
Public Finance (principal insured)

General Obligation
Tax-backed revenue

Health care revenue
Transportation revenue
University revenue
Housing revenue

Total Public Finance
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Table 3.  Gross principal and interest newly insured, by year, by issuer, by type.
2008H1 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002

Ambac Assurance Corp.
   Public Finance 2,370        125,802    97,316    108,371  90,411    87,659      89,559    
   Structured Finance 447           50,364      63,856    59,258    68,169    64,918      68,779    
   Total 2,817        176,166    161,172  167,629  158,580  152,577    158,338  
Assured Guaranty Corp. (Direct only)
   Public Finance 37,448      8,142       10,017    2,801      353         -           -         
   Structured Finance 12,104      39,777      33,506    15,540    10,964    5,286        4,706      
   Total 49,552      47,919      43,523    18,341    11,317    5,286        4,706      
CIFG Companies
   Public Finance -           5,903       17,926    14,693    8,786      6,063        1,363      
   Structured Finance -           15,850      25,944    13,739    8,335      6,870        1,565      
   Total -           21,753      43,870    28,432    17,121    12,933      2,928      
Financial Guaranty Insurance Co.
   Public Finance -           40,102      68,331    78,139    58,755    58,291      68,807    
   Structured Finance -           22,908      37,396    40,548    26,229    8,894        9,007      
   Total -           63,009      105,727  118,687  84,984    67,185      77,814    
Financial Security Assurance Inc.
   Public Finance 71,552      104,857    112,255  122,713  90,266    98,254      94,264    
   Structured Finance 4,131        50,772      37,788    34,936    56,250    21,683      53,847    
   Total 75,683      155,629    150,043  157,649  146,516  119,937    148,111  
MBIA Insurance Corp.
   Public Finance 7,237        98,471      93,706    114,342  100,711  126,177    113,197  
   Structured Finance 1,222        106,341    67,722    59,457    50,834    47,115      84,710    
   Total 8,459        204,812    161,428  173,799  151,545  173,292    197,907  
XL Capital Assurance Inc.
   Public Finance -           26,625      44,246    31,298    20,136    20,670      8,271      
   Structured Finance -           30,651      27,803    12,666    19,612    12,206      12,063    
   Total -           57,276      72,049    43,964    39,748    32,876      20,334    
Berkshire Hathaway Assurance Corp.
   Public Finance 16,475      -          -         -         -         -           -         
   Structured Finance -           -          -         -         -         -           -         
   Total 16,475      -          -         -         -         -           -         

Source: Compiled from various Standard and Poor's reports on the financial guaranty industry.  
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Table 4. Financial guarantor performance, 2004-2009

Date Sep-09 Dec-08 Dec-07 Dec-06 Dec-05 Dec-04
Ambac
   CDS spread 5300 2105 343 11 20 29
   S&P Credit rating CC A AAA AAA AAA AAA
   Parent stock price 1.680 1.300 25.770 89.070 77.060 82.130
   Shares outstanding 288 287 102 106 105 109
   Equity market value 483 373 2617 9450 8106 8925
Assured Guaranty 
   CDS spread 825 1775 190 36
   S&P Credit rating AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA
   Parent stock price 19.42 11.40 26.54 26.60 25.39 19.67
   Shares outstanding 157 91 79 73 75 76
   Equity market value 3041 1037 2110 1946 1910 1495
CIFG
   S&P Credit rating CC B AAA AAA AAA AAA
FGIC 
   CDS spread 10733 6112 613 11 19
   S&P Credit rating CC CCC AAA AAA AAA AAA
FSA
   CDS spread 660 1421 86 11 19 21
   S&P Credit rating AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA
MBIA
   CDS spread 3465 2807 342 23 40 34
   S&P credit rating BB+ AA AAA AAA AAA AAA
   Parent stock price 7.76 4.07 18.63 73.06 60.16 63.28
   Shares outstanding 208 273 125 135 134 141
   Equity mkt value 1614 1112 2336 9849 8065 8905
XL Capital
   CDS spread 6584 623 16 21
   S&P Credit rating R B AAA AAA AAA AAA
   Parent stock price 17.46 3.70 50.31 72.02 67.38 77.65
   Shares outstanding 342 331 178 181 174 139
   Equity market value 5974 1224 8973 13005 11753 10767
Source: S&P, Datastream. 
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Table 5.  MSRB trades database

Year Trades
Bonds 
traded 1% 10% 25%

Inter-
dealer

Purchase 
from 

customer
Sale to 

customer
1995 1085220 182727 17 52 72 100 0 0 71
1996 1177055 205671 18 53 72 100 0 0 77
1997 1202263 213964 18 52 72 100 0 0 81
1998 5222055 441389 26 61 79 23 24 53 84
1999 6922541 458841 26 63 81 19 23 58 89
2000 6654696 456280 22 60 79 20 24 56 90
2001 6705201 463348 27 62 80 20 21 59 94
2002 7605442 477601 28 63 80 20 20 60 96
2003 7887781 498961 27 63 81 21 22 58 98
2004 7441383 500248 26 61 79 22 24 55 99
2005 7244610 504393 25 60 78 23 26 52 99
2006 8331270 514733 27 62 79 28 25 47 100
2007 9038577 516762 29 64 80 28 25 47 100
2008 10763180 499000 27 66 82 28 21 50 100
2009 10066594 512384 27 63 81 29 18 53 100

Source: MSRB, Mergent

Percent of trades 
Among most liquid Direction

Match to 
mergent 

data
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Total fund-
period-

security 
holding 

pairs Total funds

Fund-security 
pairs that 

match 
Mergent or 

MSRB 
database

Fund-
security 

pairs that 
match both

Fund-
security 

pairs that 
match both 

+ are 
insured

Individual 
muni 

securities

Mutual 
funds with 
any munis

Funds 
with 

portfolios 
> 1/2 

munis
200701 154993 1106 0 0 0 0 0 0
200702 145414 877 0 0 0 0 0 0
200703 260432 2283 0 0 0 0 0 0
200704 175682 1227 4 4 2 3 2 0
200705 158180 946 32 32 0 32 1 1
200706 295799 2547 59 59 27 59 1 1
200707 155755 1023 61 59 33 59 1 1
200708 137411 840 0 0 0 0 0 0
200709 305354 2501 470 466 173 465 3 1
200710 103290 773 3066 3007 930 2819 44 31
200711 132742 605 3685 3585 1544 3331 75 65
200712 371320 2716 16998 16443 6976 14242 205 163
200801 236346 1291 18755 18322 6612 14730 148 97
200802 345479 1517 20446 19842 9499 16310 214 157
200803 703323 3727 66698 64854 26220 43811 579 449
200804 355161 1854 29495 28697 11512 21480 212 164
200805 306946 1271 11872 11508 5657 10074 117 89
200806 787246 4332 79197 76826 31706 49446 642 490
200807 427815 2306 29488 28745 12578 20835 231 176
200808 403678 1998 30641 29588 12567 21785 237 187
200809 841531 4351 76278 74235 29556 47532 562 411
200810 412016 2187 19680 19224 8179 14994 151 110
200811 372385 1894 30991 30104 12366 21683 230 178
200812 814032 4230 62196 60390 24009 39202 541 366
200901 375294 1847 19600 19163 6879 15589 166 98
200902 412691 1747 28476 27605 13080 20713 223 165
200903 851691 4394 66631 64631 25952 41621 602 399
200904 486297 2354 31051 30274 11544 21592 275 157
200905 391203 1698 37142 36019 14986 25451 332 225
200906 844660 4075 64211 62332 23905 39646 528 305
200907 528420 2378 27675 26830 10870 19954 213 123
200908 568147 2182 36962 35833 14360 23001 314 203
200909 1000847 4328 73255 71213 27094 41020 579 364
200910 503964 2256 29901 29094 10259 19612 240 154
200911 261757 1493 12865 12448 5372 10849 161 117
200912 727346 3948 51807 50480 17211 33228 469 287
ALL YEARS 21107080 8679 1008749 979948 391801 85881 1239 658

Table 6.  Characteristics of mutual fund portfolio holdings data, merged to MSRB and Mergent municipal 
securities data

Source: CRSP mutual fund portfolio holdings database merged to MSRB and Mergent munis databases.
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Table 7.  Yields on insured versus uninsured bonds, pre and post crisis.  

Pre-crisis
Jan-00 through Dec-07

AA A BBB
Average coefficient on troubled insurer dummy (percent) -0.050 -0.032 -0.074
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.049 0.039 0.095
Count of regressions 96 96 96
Standard error of coefficient 0.005 0.004 0.010
t-stat -10.049 -7.990 -7.526
Average count of observations in monthly regressions 13076 6114 985

Post-crisis
Jan-08 through Dec-09

AA A BBB
Average coefficient on troubled insurer dummy (percent) 0.090 0.162 0.615
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.052 0.063 0.204
Count of regressions 24 24 24
Standard error of coefficient 0.011 0.013 0.043
t-stat 8.214 12.258 14.473
Average count of observations in monthly regressions 13410 5363 1747

Separate regressions estimated in each month, for each underlying credit rating.  Table shows the averages of 
the coefficient on the dummy variable for troubled bond insurers.   Based on specification (1): coefficient is the 

Underlying credit rating

Underlying credit rating
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Table 8.  Yields on insured versus uninsured bonds, pre and post crisis.   

Pre-crisis
Jan-00 through Dec-07

AA A BBB
Average estimated impact of troubled insurer (percent) -0.063 -0.042 -0.075
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.058 0.095 0.162
Count of regressions 96 96 96
Standard error of coefficient 0.006 0.010 0.017
t-stat -10.649 -4.271 -4.535
Average count of observations in monthly regressions 13076 6114 985

Post-crisis
Jan-08 through Dec-09

AA A BBB
Average estimated impact of troubled insurer (percent) 0.229 0.223 0.418
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.138 0.154 0.328
Count of regressions 24 24 24
Standard error of coefficient 0.029 0.032 0.068
t-stat 7.919 6.934 6.117
Average count of observations in monthly regressions 4856 1919 576

Separate regressions estimated in each month, for each underlying credit rating.  Table impact of bond 
insurance in yield regression specification (2).  Coefficients on control variables estimated separately by 

Underlying credit rating

Underlying credit rating
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Table 9.  Time-series regressions of insured-uninsured bond spread, A-rated bonds. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Corporate BBB-Treasury spread -0.0303** -0.0010 -0.0001 -0.0038 -0.0069 -0.0082 -0.0074

(0.0146) (0.0114) (0.0113) (0.0110) (0.0106) (0.0111) (0.0118)
TED spread 0.0745*** -0.0099 -0.0100 -0.0020 0.0084 0.0142 0.0156

(0.0140) (0.0138) (0.0135) (0.0127) (0.0117) (0.0122) (0.0130)
State/Local-Treasury spread 0.0423** 0.0103 0.0086 0.0107 0.0103 0.0129 0.0194

(0.0181) (0.0140) (0.0138) (0.0135) (0.0131) (0.0138) (0.0144)
S&P 500 financial subindex level -0.0005*** -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Dummy for October, 2007 and after 0.1726***

(0.0183)
Dummy for November, 2007 and after 0.1837***

(0.0187)
Dummy for December, 2007 and after 0.1864***

(0.0184)
Dummy for January, 2008 and after 0.1898***

(0.0176)
Dummy for February, 2008 and after 0.1839***

(0.0190)
Dummy for March, 2008 and after 0.1799***

(0.0210)
Constant 0.2181*** -0.0111 -0.0324 -0.0303 -0.0272 -0.0242 -0.0420

(0.0704) (0.0583) (0.0581) (0.0568) (0.0547) (0.0582) (0.0630)
N 120 120 120 120 120 120 120
R-squared 0.5101 0.7250 0.7340 0.7425 0.7579 0.7305 0.7015

Standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Panels show time-series regressions of the estimated spreads between insured and uninsured debt.  Covariates include the BBB/Treasury spread, 
the Treasury/LIBOR (TED) spread, the level of the S&P500 financial services subsector index, and the spread between state and local bonds and 
treasuries.  All spreads taken from Federal Reserve H15 report.  Dependent variable is the coefficient on the insurance dummy variable estimated 
in the earlier yield regressions, using the A-underlying bonds. 
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Table 10.  Annual Tender Option Bond programs created and redeemed, 1995-2009.  

Year Count Millions of USD

Underlying 
bonds matched 

to Mergent data Count Millions of USD
1995 4 36.5 3 0 0.0
1996 8 111.9 8 0 0.0
1997 25 488.7 24 0 0.0
1998 35 400.8 34 0 0.0
1999 187 2174.2 155 0 0.0
2000 513 5174.9 445 6 43.9
2001 506 4484.4 513 15 135.9
2002 599 6947.4 586 78 458.2
2003 786 8576.0 724 149 464.3
2004 1076 11224.3 976 240 446.9
2005 1706 20153.9 1482 486 1471.1
2006 4298 58174.6 3007 1251 10102.5
2007 5648 81206.1 4530 2761 18778.7
2008 4096 57619.3 3250 6781 70314.0
2009 769 7230.8 619 1554 13811.4
Total 20256 264003.8 16356 13321 116026.9

Programs created Programs liquidated
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Table 11.  Holdings of municipal securities.        

Source is the Federal Reserve Board's Flow of Funds report.      

 199504 200004 200504 200604 200704 200804 200904 201002
Total Liabilities, $Tr 1,268$    1,481$    2,226$    2,403$    2,619$    2,680$    2,811$    2,843$    224.0$                
  State and local governments 81.8% 80.3% 82.8% 83.1% 83.5% 83.5% 83.5% 83.6% 188.9$                
  State and local government: Short 2.7% 3.2% 4.8% 4.3% 4.6% 4.9% 4.8% 4.2% (0.9)$                   
  State and local government: Long 79.1% 77.2% 78.1% 78.8% 78.9% 78.6% 78.7% 79.4% 189.8$                
  Nonprofit organizations 7.6% 9.3% 9.2% 9.3% 9.2% 9.3% 9.4% 9.4% 25.9$                  
  Nonfinancial corporate business 10.6% 10.4% 7.9% 7.6% 7.3% 7.2% 7.1% 7.0% 9.1$                    
         
Total Assets, $Tr 1,268$    1,481$    2,226$    2,403$    2,619$    2,680$    2,811$    2,843$    224.0$                
  Household sector 42.1% 35.9% 36.9% 36.3% 34.2% 33.7% 35.8% 36.3% 137.3$                
  Nonfinancial corporate business 2.9% 2.2% 1.4% 1.2% 1.1% 1.0% 0.9% 0.8% (6.8)$                   
  Nonfarm noncorporate business 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% (0.4)$                   
  State and local governments 0.4% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2$                    
  Rest of world 0.3% 0.5% 1.3% 1.4% 1.7% 1.9% 2.2% 2.9% 38.0$                  
  Commercial banking 7.4% 7.7% 7.1% 7.5% 7.4% 8.1% 7.8% 7.8% 27.4$                  
  Savings institutions 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% (1.0)$                   
  Property-casualty insurers 12.7% 12.4% 14.1% 13.9% 14.2% 14.2% 13.1% 13.0% (2.5)$                   
  Life insurance companies 0.9% 1.3% 1.5% 1.5% 1.6% 1.8% 2.6% 2.7% 34.0$                  
  State + Local retirement 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% (0.9)$                   
  Money market mutual funds 10.1% 16.4% 15.1% 15.4% 18.0% 18.5% 14.3% 12.3% (120.2)$               
  Mutual funds 16.6% 15.6% 14.0% 14.3% 14.2% 14.5% 17.1% 18.1% 142.2$                
  Closed-end funds 4.6% 4.6% 4.0% 3.7% 3.5% 2.9% 2.9% 2.9% (8.5)$                   
  Exchange-traded funds 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 6.7$                    
  GSEs 0.6% 2.0% 1.8% 1.5% 1.3% 1.2% 1.0% 1.0% (6.2)$                   
  Brokers and dealers 1.0% 0.8% 1.9% 2.1% 1.9% 1.4% 1.3% 1.2% (15.1)$                 

Note: dollar 
change, 200704-

201002
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Table 12.  Characteristics of bonds that are included in TOB programs, by issue date. 

YEAR No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
1995 86294 105 0.46 0.48 2.79 4.07 0.38 0.23 0.54 0.34 0.43 0.60 0.27    3.35    10.08 19.30
1996 105728 225 0.50 0.53 2.79 2.78 0.41 0.24 0.49 0.32 0.48 0.66 0.24    7.27    10.01 19.97
1997 116471 185 0.51 0.73 3.00 3.32 0.41 0.22 0.47 0.20 0.49 0.71 0.40    13.46  10.06 22.69
1998 164775 243 0.53 0.75 3.10 3.83 0.44 0.22 0.45 0.16 0.52 0.74 0.77    24.98  10.08 22.58
1999 128598 348 0.51 0.64 3.61 3.69 0.45 0.33 0.43 0.18 0.53 0.73 0.65    13.58  10.38 23.23
2000 104421 530 0.48 0.58 3.67 3.44 0.49 0.36 0.36 0.16 0.59 0.78 1.00    18.72  10.61 21.32
2001 147297 811 0.54 0.67 3.56 3.37 0.52 0.28 0.33 0.11 0.63 0.84 1.36    22.91  10.04 19.31
2002 161394 1093 0.57 0.72 3.68 3.41 0.53 0.30 0.33 0.13 0.63 0.79 1.37    32.65  9.81 19.59
2003 170635 1056 0.58 0.70 3.85 3.72 0.50 0.29 0.26 0.06 0.71 0.88 1.89    29.59  9.62 19.85
2004 155028 1432 0.58 0.73 3.86 3.46 0.52 0.39 0.25 0.04 0.71 0.90 1.86    24.51  9.71 19.12
2005 168735 2683 0.64 0.76 3.87 3.80 0.49 0.32 0.22 0.04 0.74 0.90 1.84    22.47  9.86 19.33
2006 146179 2579 0.58 0.64 3.91 3.55 0.44 0.23 0.21 0.10 0.72 0.78 2.32    30.57  10.42 21.43
2007 140814 2957 0.56 0.58 3.89 3.51 0.43 0.24 0.19 0.09 0.72 0.81 3.73    38.19  10.57 21.55
2008 113468 1067 0.32 0.35 3.60 3.12 0.47 0.28 0.22 0.05 0.69 0.85 3.81    37.36  9.99 20.83
2009 128436 253 0.22 0.06 3.72 3.02 0.46 0.22 0.25 0.04 0.72 0.83 3.64    62.76  9.11 24.65
Total 2526696 16071 0.48 0.64 3.46 3.48 0.44 0.28 0.37 0.09 0.58 0.82 1.54    28.95  10.29 20.62

Count 
Bond Insurance 

Dummy

S&P Credit 
Rating (1-AAA; 
2-AA+; 3-AA, 

etc) GO Dummy

Fixed coupon, 
issued at par 

dummy
In TOB? In TOB? In TOB? In TOB? In TOB? In TOB? In TOB? In TOB?

 Average size  
Average 
maturity

Fixed coupon, 
Issued away 

from par
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Pre-crisis
Jan-00 through Dec-07

AA/no TOB AA/TOB A/no TOB A/TOB BBB/no TOB BBB/TOB
Average coefficient on troubled insurer dummy (percent) -0.050 0.026 -0.032 -0.074 0.022
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.049 0.141 0.039 0.095
Count of regressions 96 16 96 0 96 1
Standard error of coefficient 0.005 0.036 0.004 0.010
t-stat -10.048 0.715 -7.987 -7.528

Post-crisis
Jan-08 through Dec-09

AA/no TOB AA/TOB A/no TOB A/TOB BBB/no TOB BBB/TOB
Average coefficient on troubled insurer dummy (percent) 0.090 0.042 0.167 -0.006 0.620 0.842
Cross-time standard deviation of coefficient 0.053 0.144 0.063 0.194 0.212 0.327
Count of regressions 24 23 24 13 24 13
Standard error of coefficient 0.011 0.031 0.013 0.056 0.044 0.094
t-stat 8.143 1.364 12.607 -0.107 14.049 8.921

Table 13.  Yields on insured versus uninsured bonds, pre and post crisis, and by TOB liquidation status. 
Separate regressions estimated in each month, for each underlying credit rating.  Table shows the averages of the coefficient on the dummy variable for 
troubled bond insurers.  

Underlying credit rating and TOB liquidation status 

Underlying credit rating and TOB liquidation status
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Table 14.  Coefficients from OLS regressions of fund sales of municipal securities on fund and security characteristics

Independent var mean POOLED 200712 200803 200806 200809 200812 200903 200906 200909 200912
0.903 -0.024 0.054 -0.035 0.013 0.052 -0.062 -0.003 -0.013 -0.092 0.005

-1.760 1.820 -2.040 0.570 2.100 -1.970 -0.230 -0.850 -0.950 0.270
0.013 -0.140 -0.002 -0.060 -0.052 0.167 0.072 0.141 -0.114 0.850 -0.028

-1.670 -0.010 -0.820 -0.390 1.530 0.650 1.000 -0.810 1.720 -0.270
0.300 0.066 0.118 0.099 0.116 0.075 0.041 0.061 0.069 -0.076 0.037

4.930 2.910 4.700 6.080 4.840 2.440 3.850 3.010 -1.450 2.940
-0.002 0.065 -4.459 1.932 -3.967 -3.408 -0.545 -1.547 0.261 5.047 1.912

0.240 -2.500 3.400 -0.870 -1.040 -1.080 -2.590 0.490 2.360 1.540
-0.001 -0.204 3.768 -3.362 5.011 -1.035 -0.378 0.795 0.901 -1.070 1.147

-0.720 0.790 -2.860 2.590 -0.560 -1.350 1.800 0.960 -0.230 2.020
-0.002 -0.132 -8.575 -2.020 -4.533 -0.561 0.372 -0.341 1.064 3.668 0.609

-0.750 -1.970 -1.410 -3.360 -0.410 0.740 -1.250 1.170 0.950 1.940
0.029 -0.002 0.132 -0.156 0.124 -0.003 0.106 0.050 0.024 0.135 0.009

-0.760 0.410 -2.050 1.870 -2.370 1.810 1.770 1.360 1.910 1.490
0.041 0.001 -0.085 -0.032 -0.002 0.023 0.001 0.061 0.042 0.001 0.141

2.700 -0.710 -1.610 -2.450 37.640 0.480 1.540 0.650 2.570 1.140
0.020 -0.003 -0.044 0.124 -0.008 -0.026 -0.322 -0.105 -0.005 0.006 -0.021

-1.020 -0.920 1.560 -2.380 -3.760 -3.350 -2.410 -1.250 0.360 -0.120
0.411 -0.019 0.038 -0.018 -0.025 -0.016 -0.022 -0.027 -0.025 0.009 -0.015

-4.010 2.760 -2.410 -2.840 -1.940 -4.010 -4.420 -3.420 0.420 -2.330
0.296 -0.011 -0.018 -0.008 -0.017 -0.032 -0.019 -0.020 -0.007 0.016 -0.001

-4.810 -1.620 -1.350 -3.420 -5.440 -3.830 -3.860 -1.450 1.720 -0.230
7.156 0.011 0.010 -0.002 0.013 0.008 0.008 0.013 0.008 0.047 0.007

6.730 1.960 -0.570 4.680 2.950 3.640 4.560 2.830 4.830 2.990
8.342 -0.002 0.014 0.006 -0.004 -0.006 0.000 -0.004 -0.015 0.032 -0.007

-0.460 1.380 1.170 -0.750 -1.110 0.040 -0.970 -3.250 1.970 -1.360
Adjusted R2 0.0241 0.0278 0.0261 0.0344 0.0231 0.0237 0.0258 0.0259 0.0439 0.0104
Observation count 859577 15916 62641 74830 72877 59365 60400 61054 52159 19940
Note.  'Troubled insurers' are all insurers except Assured Guaranty, FSA, and BHAC.  Observations are clustered by fund.   

log(days since 
issuance) (bond)
log(days to 
maturity) (bond)

3-month lag inflow 
(fund)

1-month lag return 
(fund)

2-month lag inflow 
(fund)

1-month lag inflow 
(fund)

3-month lag return 
(fund)

2-month lag return 
(fund)

Insured dummy 
(bond)

Muni portfolio 
share (fund)
Cash portfolio 
share (fund)
Turnover rate 
(fund)

OLS regressions estimated separately in each month from December 2007 to Jun 2009.  Observations are fund-period-security observations.   Dependent 
variable is set to 1 for observations where the security is partially or entirely sold out of the portfolio before the next date at which the portfolio holdings 
are observed.  

Insured by 
troubled insurer 
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Table 15.  Estimated liquidity of insured and uninsured municipal debt, 2000-2009. 

Year Month
Average gross 

markup ratio
Estimated troubled 
insurer coefficient t-stat

Ratio of troubled 
insurer dummy to 

average gross 
markup

2000 12 1.803% 0.062% 3.610 0.034
2001 12 1.867% 0.038% 1.744 0.020
2002 12 1.742% -0.008% -0.377 -0.005
2003 12 1.641% 0.003% 0.188 0.002
2004 12 1.397% -0.009% -0.635 -0.006
2005 12 1.239% 0.051% 5.382 0.041
2006 12 0.974% 0.018% 1.936 0.019
2007 12 1.159% 0.069% 5.872 0.059
2008 1 1.106% 0.081% 7.802 0.074
2008 2 1.073% 0.112% 10.556 0.105
2008 3 1.257% 0.137% 12.350 0.109
2008 4 1.249% 0.154% 14.692 0.123
2008 5 1.265% 0.147% 13.181 0.116
2008 6 1.298% 0.138% 11.617 0.106
2008 7 1.389% 0.183% 15.278 0.132
2008 8 1.364% 0.127% 9.587 0.093
2008 9 1.243% 0.068% 5.046 0.055
2008 10 1.556% 0.237% 16.526 0.152
2008 11 1.656% 0.227% 14.970 0.137
2008 12 2.073% 0.385% 19.681 0.186
2009 1 1.775% 0.331% 20.933 0.186
2009 2 1.694% 0.255% 16.774 0.150
2009 3 1.755% 0.324% 23.510 0.185
2009 4 1.766% 0.300% 19.835 0.170
2009 5 1.700% 0.281% 20.660 0.165
2009 6 1.736% 0.286% 21.286 0.165
2009 7 1.730% 0.306% 22.877 0.177
2009 8 1.693% 0.303% 20.577 0.179
2009 9 1.727% 0.232% 18.090 0.134
2009 10 1.675% 0.216% 18.220 0.129
2009 11 1.727% 0.232% 15.919 0.135
2009 12 1.678% 0.228% 15.558 0.136

First column shows the monthly average municipal bond gross markup, estimated as in Green et al (2007).  
Round-trip transactions are imputed from reported trade sequences; in the language of Green et al we include the 
union of immediate matches, round-trip transactions, and FIFO transactions where a customer sale is followed 
by a sequence of dealer sales that exactly clear that customer sale from inventory.   Gross markup estimated as 
the ratio of the difference between the customer sale price and the (weighted average) dealer sale price, divided 
by the maximum of the two.  Reported regression coefficients based on equation (4) in text; coefficient is 
coefficient on troubled insurer dummy in regression of transaction gross markup on bond and trade 
characteristics.  
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4.56

Figure 1.  Yields on insured and uninsured NYC GO bonds
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Figure 2.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, AA underlying
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Figure 3.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, A underlying
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1.5

Figure 4.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, BBB underlying
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Figure 5.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, AA underlying
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Figure 6.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, A underlying
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1.2

Figure 7.  Coefficients on troubled insurer dummy, BBB underlying
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Figure 8.  Tender Option Bond programs created and redeemed.  
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Figure 9.  Mutual funds' propensity to sell insured bonds, 2007-2009
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0.004

Figure 10.  P&C Insurance companies' propensity to sell insured 
bonds, 2006-2009
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5.00%0.50%

Figure 11.  Liquidity of insured and uninsured municipal debt
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